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{SECTION .1,0 	INTRODUCT10N
It has `become apparent in recent years that Solar Energy
can be used for electricpower production b
	 several methods.P	 P	 Y
Because  of
 the diffuse nature of the solar insolation, the area
	 -
involved.in
 any central power plant design would encompass several
square miles.	 Detailed design of these large area collection
systems will require precise knowledge of the local solar insola-
tion.	 Information regarding the total available insolation andg	 g
suitable integra.ls'of the data are currently available with off
the shelf instruments and from many National Weather Service in-
. stallat ons.	 However, for many system designs, detailed informa-
lion will also be needed concerning the temporal nature of the
insolation and the local spatial distribution. 	 Such information
is not currently available in the literature. 	 Visual observa-
i' Lions show that it will be highly probable that different portions
of a large -- several km across - collecting area will experience
E
cixffe enter'
	
insolation characteristics at different times of the
dad*. due; to . elouds smaller tha	 m dimensions.	 It will be necess-
i: ary toak	 these effects into account in future analyses of solar
'	
w
collector syst ems .
} The purpose of -this research project was the collection
and anal -81S of insolation data from, a network of sensors distri-
b ted. over 
.
an area several kilometers on a side. 	 Both direct--
o ' al	 total--horizontal insolation data were collected inn rmal and,cF	 ^
f
Zli
t,
{
ter.
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r
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order to model various solar absorber system types. The field
of detectors used to gather the data formed a 3.6 x 1.6 km grid.
This grid allowed for two independent evaluations of the velocity
and direction of motion for clouds passing overhead. The calcu-
lated velocity was used with the duration of the occultation to
i^
obtain a typical dimension for each cloud. A Fourier modeling
of temporal and spatial distribution of the solar insulation over
^p
the field was also done. A complete discussion of this modeling
and the microclimate trends are presented in the following sec-
bons. A brief summary is presented in the next paragraph.
The data analysis reported here has yielded much valuable
information despite the amount of varience in cloud types observed,
the variety of weather conditions in the area, and the complexity
of the resulting "events". Several interesting features are found
for Tucson's microclimate. These features readily illustrate
the information available for large scale system designs, The
velocities measured for the occulting clouds are principally in
the range from 0.60 km to about 9.7 km with the most probable
extent in the direction I-f :Notion of about 0.19 km. The data span
six months of operation and include more than 200 individual
events. About 40% of these events were represented by sufficient
data to calculate two independent values of the velocity and
direction of motion. About 67% of these correlatable events
showed good agreement in both values of the velocity and direc-
tion. This suggests a 67% confidence in any single vector velocity
., 2 w
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calculation.	 The analysis results are discussed in detail in
Section 3.	 A briek review of the instruments and the field
layout follows.
SECTION 2.0	 FIELD AND INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
- 2.1	 Instruments - Physical
The instruments used to specify the solar insolation are
modified pyranometers with a shadow bar that interrupts the direct
solar beam as it rotates around the detector aperture. 	 A sketch
of the Moving Bar Occulting Radiometer (MBAR) is shown in Figure
a
1.	 The compact size of this instrument •- about 20 x 6.5 x 7 cm -
'. makes it suitable for field operation. 	 A 4.8 mm diameter circu-
^
lar detector aperture is located on the axis of revolution of a
5
circular occulting bar.	 The surface of the aperture is opal
F
glass.	 A detector is mounted beneath the aperture plate as
shown'in Figure 2.	 The area immediately under the aperture
r: plate houses a neutral derisity filter required to keep the
4
detectors from saturating at the maximum flux levels. 	 This
surface-filter-detector combination insures.an  output that is a
,Eur
Ell linear -function of the flux level and a cosine like angular re-s-
ponse.	 The occulting bar is driven at a rate of 3 RPM, and has
a cross-section such 'that a sharp shadow just-- covers . the aperture
once per revolution of the bar in the field of vieur ,	 To minimize
E the error in the diffuse flux caused by the presence of the bar,
3
its width is speci4ied by
NT	 a	 d + 2R sin (z°')
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where d is the aperture diameter and R is the radius of curvature
of the bar. The bar is also cut so its are length is sufficient
for the maximum solar altitude. A correction factor has been
calculated which takes into account the diffuse radiation lost
to the detector due to the presence of the bar in the 2w stera-
than solid angle of view. When the bar is out of the detector
field - of view, the unit measures the total flux. While the
shadow is over the-detector, the instrument is recording the
diffuse insolation.
2.2 Instruments -- Electronics
The electronic circuit used to amplify the detector out-
put for Chart Recorder display is shown in Figure 3. This opera-
tional ampl-1-fier circuit acts l! :ke a. current to voltage converter
for the silicsin detector operating in a zero bias photovoltaic
f
^	 mode. The load resistance for the photodiode is near zero due
to the characteristics of the circuit. This guarantees a linear
response for the device in terms of output voltage vs flux level.
The resistor R. is used for null adjustment. of the amplifier and
the gain is adjustable through R, and R  . A reference current
input is also obtainable from Vref through the precision resistor
`.	 RP to allow for periodic gain stability calibration checks. This
E	 precision. reference current s ource was external to the five indi-
x	 vi.dual output: circuits employed in this research, and was used
3	 as :a common source for calibration of the electronics in the field.
+V
-V
)T
C
-- -I
C	 .0. 471if R1	 2140	 R2
	
2162	 RV 121-M
Lr
Figure 3.
	
Schematic diagram of Helio circuit used for
the current--to--voltage transducer.
R, R2 feedback resistors	 (R.	 RI + R2	 or RI
R3 Zero offset adjustment.
xef reference voltage for cixcuit gain calibration.
R	 reference precision resistor.
f.
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.	 .	 .
Our experience with these detector--circuit combinations over
the past two years has shown them to be extremely reliable and
trouble free. In addition, the gain was found to be stable
within 1% of full scale and the zero drift was less than 2%
per month.
The-chart recorders used for the read out of the data
are Soltec 10" potentiometric recorders Model 251. The chart
speed was 1" /hr • to•start and 2" /hr in later months. This allowed
sufficient reading accuracy for measurements of the flux qualities
at b min intervals. Each recorder was equipped with an event
marker driven by an hourly clock pulse derived from a Bulova
interval timer_Model TE240. An example of the resulting output
t
record is shown in Figure 4. This analog output shows, at a glance,
the total, 0,, the diffuse, O D , and the direct, 
.^d , insolation
as indicated.
2.3 -Calibration and Installation
The instruments were calibrated with respect to an Epply
Pyrheliometer by measuring the direct normal. solar flux. Each
MBOR was tilted perpendicular to the sun, and readings of the
total and the diffuse flux were taken. The difference in these
numbers was then compared to the reading from the pyrhelioimeter
and the sensitivity calculated. The pyrheliometer was recently
calibrated against a group of reference instruments traceable to
the National Bureau of Standards. All five MBOR`s were adjusted
electroni.dally to have the same sensitivity of 7.50 m y/w/ 2 .
-8-
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Measurements were also made of the minimum resolvable
time for the duration of occultations and the difference in time
of occurance of these events. It was found that 0.1 inch is the
smallest resolvable occultation due to the width of the chart
recorder pen.. For a 2"/hr chart speed, this results in a maxi-
mum resolvable occultation period of 0.3 minutes. As is discussed
later, "events" of this short a duration were difficult to measure
because they could not be clearly identified and correlated on all
f ive records. The instruments r;ere located on the grid shown in
Figure 5. ,
 In this grid, the Helio laboratory was Statidn 5. The
other locations were small convenience markets where electricity
and some equipment security were readily available. Relative
timing between events (occultations) are usadl to specify the
spatial or velocity profile of clouds over the field. Measure-
ments of the event timing, between Stations I and 2 and between
Stations 3 and 4, yield two independent measurements of the X
component of velocity. Once the velocity is specified, the size
-	 of the cloud in the direction of motion can b'e calculated by
examination of the duration o^ the individual event at each of
s	 the five stations. The results of these calculations are values
'
	
	 for the representative size, speed, and direction of motion of
the clouds.
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Figure 5. Location of Illst]'uments to measure spatial
distribution of solar i.nsolation. The
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jSECTION 3.0 DATA ANALYSIS
The analog insolati ,-,n data records obtained from each
station in the field of detectors are of the form shown by the
j a	clear day record in Figure 6 and the cloudy day record in Fig-
ure 7.	 These data are presented in the following consolidations
•	 or reduced forms:
..
1.)
7
Event analysis employing the five MBOR
instruments
2.) -Calendar day display of the MBOR data
for one site;
3.) Frequency or temporal analysis 	 Fourier
Analysis - and modeling for the MBOR data
as read digitally for selected days.
Details of these data presentations are discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
3.1 Event Analysis
•	 For the purpose of this analysis, an event is defined as
any sudden change in the insolation level. On a clear day, the
only changes in the insolation are due to angular effects and
atmospheric attenuation due to longer path lengths. These
changes are gradual and result in a smooth data graph such as
shown in Figure 6. On cloudy days, however, there are sharp
changes in the insolation as clouds occult the sun or holes in
to-On r-OMOT 19" Pon
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an:^. they can accux ^xe.quentl^r and rapidly throughout the days
The duration of each event and the velocity wii^h which the edge
of the cloud or hole traZrerses the large collector field are im-
partant considerations for the design of solar power plants.
Each individual detector in the field used in this study
can. yield the anean duration of the event and, therefore, the
durat^.on of the lass of input to apart of the collector field .
Comparison'of the events between stations can yield the vector
velocity of motion of the cloud acr-oss the field. To evaluate
these quantities for selected cloudy days, roe measured the event
parameters shown in Figure 7. The quantities T D and T^ are the
times for tine down transition and the up transition for the event
^^ respectively.	 Frarfl these numbers a mean difference or shift in
^^°: the time of occultation between adjacent stations is calculated.
ll
These differences, shown schematically in Figure 8, are used to
specify the velocity and direction of motion of the occulting
cloud as shown in Figure 9. 	 Bath types of events, "hale" and
","cloudaxe represented in Figure 7. 	 The two voltages, V^, and
^; V$, sharm. were alsn recorded far internal use, ^	 If the difference
between these levels is not a large Fraction of the total, then
' the event is probably uninteresting far anlysis because it would
^, not be representative aF a signi,licant loss in input energy to the
collector system;	 TilereFore = we put a limit an the depth of the
j^ occultation ar the height of the peak such that (Vz^ ^ V^)/VT>0.2.
'I^
This threshold value tJill preclude consideration of the small
-^.5-
;a^
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.'`^ ^+
=^ ,^
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^M1 W
'=` ^	 Figure $ . Schemat^.c for the measurement of the time
-.
shift far a sing^.e event au two stations .
AtD + AtU
	
-^ Station I	 At^^ =	 Z
	
--------_ Station 2	 W = ^Dura tian
Qty. W Time slzi.ft fax i:he start of the acc^l tatian.
AtU = T.zme shift far the end of the occultat.zon..
V , V . V are thy+ siglza,I voltages a t the start, tI7e end ar_+d the
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B bottom of the event respectxvGl^'.
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^Yax?.ations in ^.nsolaton sucix as characte^2zad by the top of
^^ the relatively smooth portion of the data in Figure 7 around
	
a	 11:04. The angle, B, will be converted to compass direction
^'
according tv the schedule in Table 1.
a
The velocity vector obtained is an approximation to
^:
	'^	 the actual direction of motion due to the possible odd shape of
any one cloud. As an example of the reason for this approxima-
Lion, consider the hypothetical cloud shown in Figure 10. ^e-
cause ,the edge of the cloud is tilted to the direction of motion,
there is an. apparent velocity vector no-rrnal to the edge, Vf.
This comp anent combines with the actual velocity of motion V^	 .
to form what we see as the velocity, V^.. The magnitude of the
	
' ^	 diL-ference between Vs ,and V^ depends greatly an the shape of
	'^	 the particular cloud observed, and although probably small, is
not easily evaluated. Therefore, the velocities. quoted in t}.^is
report will be approximate, but still very. valuable zn power
	^;
	 Plant design.
	
`'	 The evera.t duration can be combined with the velocity data..
	
► 	 to obtain representative cloud sire data in the farm
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where V = (V^ + V^)	 These cloud dimensions are r^presenta- 	 ^ ,
tive of the extent of the cloud in the direct^:on of motion only. 	 3 ^=
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input considerations. The results of these data analyses are
presented below.
3.2 Limitations on tl.^.e Data
Because of the vagarious nature of the weather and cloud
formation, the analyses used here are necessarily limited and
approximate. In spite of the complexity of the microclimate
Modeled, we are able to make significant conclusions based an
what we feel. is a good reliability figure for the data. During
the period of observation, we were able to interpret 22,E ('events"
cowman to at least three stations in the field and subject to the
restrictions discussed above. ^f these, 134 events did not have
usable data from all five stations, and could not be used to
calculate the two independent valy.ses of velocity. One of the
principal seasons for the loss of comparable data was the late
speed change ir_ tie home base chart recorder. This recorder
was maintained for a longer period of time at the ^." per hour
chart speed convenient to the calenlar data display presented
3.n. a later section of t3.^.e report. This loss of SUatian 5 data
eliminated 32 events from tl^e comparative data.. ^^inety-three
events yielded measurements for alb five stations so that the
two independent velocities could be calculated. Qf these 93
calculations, b2 events yielded agreement in the calculations
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limits an the "agreement`' of any two values are 5Q Q/o for velocity,
`^
^,
,
^^::^
x and 45a for direction.	 In mast cases, the angle values resulting -	 ^^-	 ;^
#
Y,'
for the correlated data are in agreement within 20 0 , which is
;^
-;
'^ excellent.
if ^ ^
^' The 1112 remaining events, unusable for the two indepen-
'^,^ dent velocity measurements, suffered from various difficu'_ties.
^::
About 40 °1° of the events were typified by very fast fluctuations '-{
^^ tl i.n the insulation which resulted in d^.fficulty identifying the
r: F
d. event at corresponding stations.	 Another 40% of the events ^^
were generally well defined, but were missing at one of the sta-
tions du'.e to shape, size, or position of the cloud over the f^,eld.
Another l0% of the event lasses were due to paper drive problems.
Another 5"/° were lost due to problems faith the electronics caused
.	 by electrical storms, and the rest were due to Zoss of event tim_
°°	 ing and alignment clock marks due to power outages.
#r	 The most common reason fox disagreement between tl^e twa^
^:
vector velocity calculations in the }3' fully represented events -
,; , 
r
^:
^`e
^
was .sign errors in the event timing.	 The events which result ,3
^I #
--`- in these sign errors.da not appear to be correlated in cloud size r
7
'^{event duration).	 They also do not correlate with days which
^.
^'
=^;a presented difficult alignment or event identification. 	 The _
^M
.mast likely cause o^ these errors is the random nansyr^netric i
i';
^ `
l,e^
^^ shapes ar peculiar angles of the lead^.ng and trailing edges ^,rith
^
respect to tl^e direction of motion. 	 Qf the 93 events, 62 events ^`'
^	 ^
i ' j ox 57°lo shota correlated vector velaci ties. 	 It a.s our belief that: =^;;;,	 _':{:!' „	 _
i -22- j
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thl.s level o^ spatial corzelation in the data is excellent con--
sidering the complexity of the atmospheric effects involved in
cloud motion. and the simplicity of the mathematical model assumed
for the calculations. In the following section, the results of
these calculations with the correlated data axe presented.
I 3.3 Reduced Data - qelacit An le, and Size
E	 3.31 Correlated data
An examination of the correlated data shaves the findings
regarding the local microclimate cloud patterns. These resuJ_ts
are also compared with information available from the National
-
,-;
!_ Weather Service and the Institute of Atmospheric Physics at the 	 ^ _`	 ^`^
University of Arizona.
^ :^
The correlated data shown in Figures 11- 13 resulted in ^°^
I
i most probable cloud speeds between i2. $ and 16 Ism/1Zr ($ and 1Q ;
:.
mph), a most probable direction of trsotion to the North-West or
s	 ^	 , South-East, and a most r•robable size around 1. 5 km {l mi.^,e) . ^t^	 ^^'
a
Data published by the National Weather Service for summer Tucson.
_$
^;
weather, list a^•eragc observed ground wind speeds during the
>^	 ^ m.on^hs of June-August as app^:oximately 8 mph. 	 If we assume the.
r
`>
^.
upper level wind spe:'ds are of the same order of magnitude, then _
we find excellent agreement for our data.	 Regard^.x^,g the direction
3
of motion of the clouds, it is a long recognized fact, confirmed
:;
by direct communication with the staff of the Institute of Atmos- ^,
^^(z
L.: plYeric Physa.cs, that sumr^^^r storms in the Tucson. t rolley tend to `^"i	 `
move from the SE to the NC^J.	 This prevailing pattern ^.s due to
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the topological environment around Tucson, and the availability
of water vapor from the Gulf of Mexico, The Helio detector field
'i	 is located in. the extreme Northeast corner of the Tucson Valley,
w^.thin a few miles of the mountains on the Fast and il-►.e North.
These mountains, with peaks higher than 2 700 m {9 000 ft}, can
alter the pxevaxling sto gy-^,. motions by signifacan-t amounts . The
data shows a most probable direction of about 130 0 for the
s: ^,	 observed clouds in excellent agreement with the above pattern.
^'	
The cloud size distribution., shown in Figure 14, shows
^, a re^.atively strong probability for clouds of approximately
l.6 km (1 mile} extent. This result agrees very we^.l with
.	 qualitative v^.sual observations of tl^.e cloud sizes . There
,'
appear to be many clouds of extent less than 0.$ km {0.5 miles),
but these do nit appear in the data because of the Lima resalu--
Lion o^ i:he measua:ement s stem. Similaril 	 these observations
y	 Y^
indicate that individual. clouds with sizes greater than 9.lcm axe 	 -
rare. The specific num^.hers for velocity, direction and size
'^^ ^
	
quoted from the data are only approximate. The variance in the
_= ^
	
	
data duo to the nature of the events being measured Limits the
accuracy of the determinations.
^^	 3.32 Oorrelated plus uncorr el.ated data
3
-
t
To further amplify on the quality of the data as rep--
:^:
"=	 resentative of the actua? Tucson ma.croclimate we can examine the^:
`;	 complete body o^ data, including the 134 uncorrelatable events.
Y -•_.^^
^.	 If these data agree with the correlated data with respect to
^	 -
} f	 f
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3=
cloud speed and direction, we can be confident of the quality
of the data for use in the modeling.
The speed and direction distributions for the complete
	
f
	 set of data are shown in Figures 14 and 15. The most probable
speed is still about l^.a kmJhr (3 xnph}, but the most probable
direction is closer to due West. Considering the latitude in
the angle measurements and the possible c,'irection alterations
due to mountains, as discussed above, these r^•sults agr.eee with
both the carrelate..d data and the vrevailing storm patterns in
Tucson.
3.4• Power Plant Sif:e Analysis
To analyze the microcli^nate for a particular power
plant location there are several questions crhich must be ans^rTered.
if we assume, for our model, that tYze insalation at the site is
occulted by individual clouds ox^. days of partial cloudiness,
then the questions that bear the axost importance to the operation
of a pozaer plant are as listed in Table Z . The ans^•.ers to
	^^	 these questions can be related to the possible design features
of individual components of a collector system, or to the dyna:n-
ics of the whole system. Let us use the central. receiver phota-
therrrtal process as an example. Questions 1-3 are relevant to
'`	 the initial. placement of the system in an area xrith the least^=
^`
^^	 possible insolation interference. Question 4 can give the
^. ^	 designer an idea of the extent of dead tir,^e to be expected for
^;	 each individual mirror in the concentrator field for pa^:tly
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'fable 2. Micxacl.i^natalo^;y questions pertinent to power
plant site analyses.
A55UMPTZ.O^tS: l..) Each occultation is due^to an individual
'	 c7.cud of approximateT.y circular shape.
2.) For paver plant sizing, the system is
assumed to have a 25% overall efficiency
for a peals input of 2000 wJm 2
 , and the
field dimension is adjusted to compensate
for shading.
QUFSTZONS:	 l.) Hoar often da occultations occur. 	 ^
2.) What is the size distribution far indi-
vidual accuiting clouds.
3.) Ts the temporal d^.stri.bution for accuit^
ing events random or biased.
4. } How ^.ang ^ail.i an elemental area in the
field be effected.
5.) Wl.^.at fraction of the field is affected
by any single event.-
6.) Ho^^ long will the whole fie^.d be effected
by any single event.	 ^
,^	 _	 ^^
^i	 -
i^
(	 ,,`
;:.
f
j^^.
I;
I
1._
{	 ^
cloudy days, and questions 5 and 6 relate. to the IItagnitude and
duration of differential inputs to the receiver cased by field
_	 '
shading. The • answers to these questions are presented below.
E , The data and analysis results amply demonstrate the usefullness
:=
^;
•	 of these analyses.i_'
k
^;
Tf we examine'the^ data from our field of sensors in
s-. terms of the number: of partly cloudy days vs the total number
^. ^'
r
of days observed, we find that 23;0 of all Tucson days have
^^ cloud activity leading to possible short duration occultations.
	 ^'
For this
	 'purpose; a par^:ly cloudy day is assumed to be any day
!'
^; where cloud interference was observed for more than Z5%, ►but
i ^'
tress than 8.^% of the daylight hours .	 (See the discussion of
^'
''
the calendar day data as listed in Table ^.) .	 ^f we. e^;amine
^i
the data for statistical bias, we find that there 3.a a sXzg7:ztly
,J_ gr-eater probability that occultations will occur in the after--	 }r'"
noon. and evening hours..	 This. is e^,rident from looking at the
,.
^(Oncal,-ender data at the end of this- report. 	 -these records,
^^
the time of day reads from right to left prior to March lS, and
s	
'j ^1s
^^ left to right thereafter).
^:
^ -	
z
The size distribution for 'the' evens observed ` iii. Tucsoi^^
eras presented in the preceding section.	 The interpretation of
this- data with respect to the effects on an e^.emental area are
^	
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Length of time that a particular cloud shades an elemental
area of the field or an ix3.davidual concentrator element. As
the data Shoal;, the dead tame is strongly peaked around & min-
sites. The importance of this information for the central
receiver concept,• for example, is ' ii1 the design of the individ--
ua.l concentrator element tracking systems to minimize the loss
of mirror alignment after the event clears.
if we examine the fraction of the fa.eld area last
during each event, we fin3 the results shown in Fig. l%. For
large field systems wLere the size of'the cloud is greater
than the mean cloud sizes, the loss of receiver input from the
^^ •	 field could cause d.afferentia:L heating problems . For the
^^	 smaller systems, it is likely that the whole system would lose
l
,-
input due to the cloud, and that t^^e system cooling would be
a problem.
' +[fig-'	 The set7erity of both of these problems would depend
k'	 1
33	 0^^. the Length of the dead time associated wa.th the event. These
results ^-- the answer to question 6 ^- are presented in Fig. l3.
4
As expected, the larger the field, the longer the occultation 	
,'^^
will cause problems. Data like dasglayed in Figs. 17 and l8,
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3.5 Fourier Representation
^,
We have found that the solar insolation days for Tucson 	 '^
'^ s^	 fall into one of three categories. Approximately 30-3510 of all
^-	 days have cloudless skies or very little interference in the 	 _
'^`	 insolation due to clouds. Another 10-15/0 of all days have heavy
:f
Y	 cloudiness or mare than SO% sky cover during the daylight hours.
r	 „
t'
^	 The remainder of the days have moderate cloud activity which may
L	 '
4.	 occur at different •times and alter the solar insolation for 15/0
to 75% of the day. The first type of day :mss relatively straight 	 ;'
^.
forward and simple to explain by the existing'insolatian models'.
'!	 These latter types of ^_nsaZation days may be easily represented
in terms of the frequency spectrum of the temporal changes in
':	 the insolation. A convenient mathematical model far this fre-
•	 quency representation is the well known. Fourier representation
of time dependent functions in the form
m
^ (t)^ = ZAo + ^ ^A^cos {n^tJT} + Bnsin{n^rt/T)
n
where
T
_	 An =	 F/,r ^^ (t}cos (n^rt/T) ^ t
^7
T
Ln =	 ^/^, f ¢ (t)cas (n^rt /T)^t.	 '
-^
In our previous st^idies, we have found characteristic
shapes for the data when expressed in this form. A plot of Cn
with respect to tune", results in curves similar to those
i
1^` shown ^n F^,gure l9^	 These curves are representative of nearly '	 t
t 3 ; '	 S
't` all clear and partly cloudy days observed in Tucson at any
=: particular site and any season of the year.	 0f course there are :.	 _^
^^-"
''^ variances in the magnitude of the higher frequency components
` ^ depending on -the rapidity of the fluctuations in the insolation. aF,
'
r
^ The Fourier expression may also be extended to show the
^
r,^
:
^
temporal nature of-the cloud motions across a collector field. _f
-
Tf we use the velocities calculated from the event analysis, E	 ^
^^ ^ - ,^
`^ in conjunction with a representative distance across the field,
c^ r^i , one can arrive at a model for the temporal-spatial. in.sola- ^^z
^' ^ Lion measurements, or lt^cal microclimate of the form ^
,r
^ (t,r} - aAo 	+	 ^'C^cos ^ (t + r^
	
+ yn } . _^
=`^
3:
u^
In this form, the spatial characteristics of the insolation are '^
-^ ^
=^
z represented by an additional phase term. ^^
^- To evaluate the applicability of this model to our data, '<g
Q^ ^
we studied the ability to correlate the data between the five ^,
individual stations via the addition of various size phase terms
^'^
to the Fourier representation of a particular day's record. The
modeling, was considered a success in those cases where the
^_
"events" were reproduced dram location to location with well ''3
preserved widths anal depths, but with appropraite shifts in ^	 ,^
time.	 The time shifts were deemed excellent if velocities ^
- ,
^ could be calculated and correlated as discussed above. ^
s >
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Figure Z9. The Fourier Spectra for clear and partly
-'	 ^	 cloudy days .
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The days which showed good Fourier spatial represents-
:` tion,were those days with relatively broad and well-defined
`^'	 occultations; by broad we mean events of duration greater than
^!
.	 about 0.1. hr. It was noticed that data records cahich contained 	 ;
l^arg.eamounts of high frequency structure, or many ¢vents with 	 -
durations less than O.l hr length, were hard to correlate
between station locations. These types of days usually were
associated with a great deal of variance in both the breadth
and depth of individual occultations between the five stations.
This variance was not selective with respect to size of the
event. The velocity Garrelatians described above were also
difficult far such days due to splitting of "events" or
fading of an "event" between stations. In particular, occur--
antes such as absence of an "event' s an one or more of the
records, or "splitting" of abroad event from one station to
the newt by a spike in the center of the dip, ar the combining of
" two events into one broad dip, were Gammon problems for days
^^ with appreciable 	 high frequency activity. These types of
phenomena are probably correlatable to particular types of
;, cloud structure.	 Tt is most likely that the presence of many
short duration events would Correspond to light cirrus clouds,
cumulus clouds with rough (^iispy} eges, or afher cloud strut--
Lures associated with e^streme turbulence, The better events
are most likely associated with well-defined and well--localized
;::; ^	 clouds.
t
	 ^^
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The Fourier plus phase representation far each day was
.f
^^
,	 i
;
ajudged as good, good-fair, fair-poor, or poor depending on 3
;;f ':;!
the quality of the fit to all stations.
	 Of the 41 days
analyzed, a good fit was found for only Z5 days.
	 If the fair ^^ .,
.'y1a .k
^:
ILfl,y to goad days are included, the count is increased to 2{ days. :^^.;,^^
.^ The fair to goad days are those where the fit was applicable ^^
°" far. Snore than half of the identifiable events .
	 The greatest ;^ ^^
^.
fault was in the reproduction of the widths and depths of the a
events.	 The poor days we.^e generally associated with ^.arge
^
^^
^, variences in bot1Y width and depth of the events or with missing
	 ^ ^
^
=^
,^
.
events on one ar mare station record.
	 The ability to relatively -
^
;j
;cell account far the five stations, 26 ou't of 41 Mmes using the ?0
O n
phase shift model yields a 63% confidence in the model.
	 We
Zti70ll^.d, ti^:^refore,	 conclude that the technique is applicable to .' '`.^
^ : ^
^. micrcclimate.predictions, but limited in its accuracy. ^ '.^
- A good estimate of the phase term can be caluculated
,,
"-^
by using she most probably magnitude of velocity as detemined
b^,
from the velocity profile such as s^ ._.c^_, =.n Figure l^.	 if one f
then references to a particular location in the .Meld, the
^
,
=^
,F
phase term. can be calculated for any othQr point at a dist^'^zce
I(}( ^fi
T Irk	 away.
`^	 By examining the Fourier representations of the days,
ane can type days according to the six classifications shown in 	 ^ ,'^
i
Table 3. The applicability of the Fourier-Phase model for
^'9
:, ^	 each type of day is shown by a "G" for good, a "G-F" for good 	 ^ :,
"'>	 ^,to fair, or a "P" far poor.	 ^:-
^`	
^	 _^ ^^^C_.	
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AAY FOU^IER
TYPE DFSCEIPTION +
N0. PHASE
1 Nearly dear with well defined occultations
and very little high frequency activity. G
Example:	 ,?une 29, 1975 -Figure 2%
2 Nearly clear with well defined occultations
and some high frequency activity. G-F
Example:	 I'ebruary 16, 1975 -Figure 23
3 30-SO% of day captains occultation eTpV^nt$tT
or activity.	 Much high frequency activity. P
No overcoat period.
Example:	 January 3, 1975 - Figur.e 22
^ 30-$0% of day contains occultation activity.
Overcast for part of day. 	 Little high fre- G
quency activity.
Example:	 January 7, 1375 - Figure 22
5 30-SO% of day contains occultation activity.(hrercast far part of day.
	
^^uch high frequency P	 .
activity.
Example:	 January 27, l':75 -Figure 22
5 Overcast day wit1^ sharp peaks.
Example:	 March $, 1975 -Figure 24
F-G
,.
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^^ ^ 3.6	 Oa^.endar Representation
^f,
The data obtained from the MBQi instruments can also
_Y	
^
•
bey displayed in calendar format. 	 This display show's, at a
glance, the nature of the solar insolation during the months.
r..
The number of clear days, the trends through the weeks, and
^^ ^^
the types of cloudy days during the month, are all readily
obtainab^.e from even a cursory study of the calendar.
;T
' 	 ^^^ ln^luded iri this report	 as Appendix 1, Figures 2x--27
^^
are the ca^.endar data for i^ovember 1974 through June 1975.
^@ After June, the Home Station recorder was shifted to the 2"/hr
y,.
^p speed, making the calendar photography impractical. 	 Inspection
,°
of these recnrds yields some very interesting information. Let
^° us assume the classification of the days as follows:
^_
ria •C^.ear •- <3.5% cf day's insolation
interruped by clouds;
q..
^,	 em
-}	 ^jPartially Cloudy '"	 7 I5 a^ a,	 b13.t ^85a/a
of day interrupted;
Overcast -• >85% of day interrupted.
App^.ieation of this scheme to the five months data resu^.ts in
the breakdowns shown in Table 4. The data shows a rather
remarkab^.e constancy in the fractions of the . type of insolation
days observed during the three seasons.
--43-
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Table 4. Division of Calendar-Dal data znto three classifica- 	 _^
'. ^	 tionsrshawing similarity of the eight Winter/Spring/
Summe wont
,^
?s;
.^.
^n
^.
^.
^.
a.
N0. DAYS
OF DATA .MONTH
N0. OF DAYS
f^.C.
N0. OF DAYS
PARTIAL
N0. OF DAYS
CLEAR
30 Nov. 197 2-^7% 11-X37°!o Z7-^57°/0
3^ Dec . J.974^ 3-X10°/a 5-^Z7% 22-X73°!a
3Z .7an. x.975 3}l0% $_}25% 2 a-651°
26 ' Feb. 1975 l^4% $}3l1° L7-651,
30 Mar. 1975 2-^7% 1240% lb}531°
2b Apr. 1975 5-17% 9}30°/° l2-}40%
3l May 2975 1-31° 1032% 20-651°
26 Jun. 2975 0-^0°/, 4-^^.3% 22-^73%
`: l
'^,
^^
^.l
-7
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3.51 Comparisons with NWS data
We may also present the data a.n Table 4 in graphical.
form as shown by the solid lines in Figs. 28 and 29. The data
can then be compared to the pertinent National. Weather Service
^.nformation for the same months. The two sets of NSW data
which should have close correlation to our "days type" analysis
_. are the percent of cloud cover, and the percent possible sun-
4
shine.
	 The observations of percent cloud cover are of a qual3.-
^ ^
tative nature because they depend on observat^.onal judgements of5_
^^ ^	 individuals regarding the fraction of the slcy that contains
,"
^.
clouds.	 Tt is our experience that the proximity of mountains
ue
and the "bawl" shape of the Tucson V^.11ey yield many days where
there 3.s significant amount of cloud cover which only min^.mally
obscures the valley floor.
	 Much of the cloudiness is well{,
=m localized over the mountains in these cases. 	 This may be the
," ^° reason for the relatively poor agreement in the percentages
^^_
displayed in Fig, 28.
	
Tn this figure,• the lower lines are the -
^^
^;..
^ percentage of days for each month that correspond t.o "clear"
^:-
`' skys.	 Clear ^l^ys are defined as days withless than 15% actiuity
y:.
^ ^	 ^ I
`'..
or less than I tenth cloud cover.	 The area between the two lines
;'; represents the partly cloudy percentage given by ^.5-8^% a.ctxvity
and 1-9 tenths cloud cover.
^:'` Qf perhaps more signif^.cance is the correlation between;,1`°'. '^
R^'^,., ^j' the "percent of possible sunshine`'' and our analog data.	 The °IQ t
^, sunshine readings are calculated from the ratio of the total
:^
^;
^
-4^- ^^	 -
^:^;::;
f
^i ;
I	 `.»^,
y	 1	 I	 _ l	 I____I
OTI'ERCAST	
^ 0.	
/
-	 -	 ^^r
a
^	 d
^ /
^ ^4
CLEAF2
F
N	 D	 J	 F	 !d	 A	 M	 J
`	 i
. ^	 FIELZC ^ Data (Solid Line)
-	 Clear	 => <Z5^ Activity
< d
	 ^	 Fartly Cloudy => 15^< Aotivity <85^
Overcast	 => >85^ ACt.v:l:tt,]
i
^	 Nr^'S ^ CZoud Cover (Dashed Line)	 't:
Fartly Cloudy => 20<^ Claud Covex <gp9;
.^ ^_
Dvercasi:	 _> .I00^
Figure 2 8. Percentages of Says c^assifed as ciear, gart^.y
^	 c^.oudy, or overcast for the months of November
^^.	
^	 1974 through June 1975.
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number of hours when the direct xnsolation is greater than zero
tcs the number of hours between sunrise and sunset. There are
many tames when occulting clouds to not totally obscure the sun,
^..e. the direct flux does not go to zero during the occulta^:ion.
Examples of thas are apparent 3.n the calendar records for Novem-
ber in Fig. 2fl. November 13 and 14 are excellent examplES.
These difficulties could easily account for the differences
shown i^. Fig. 29.. The interesting result of our measurements
is that the partial occultations are evident in these records.
The %possible sunshine- data can be s^:gi^ificantly mis?.eading
as to the total d^.reet insolat^.on availab^.e at a site, It
should be emphasized that the device used to record the "possz-
ble" sunshine retard is merely a switch which turns on or off
as the insolation exceeds or drops below a threshhold value.
The device is usually adjusted to "turn--on" when the direct
flux as just enough to yield a defynite shadow for an object.
r
..4g
^	 ;__..
	 >.
.^
^^
- .. ^-' ^^
SECTION 4.0 CONCLUSX.ONS
'	 The analysis of the data as presented above yields much
valuable information for the designer of large scale solar
absorber systems. The data obtained from. this study can be
used to deve^:op the most efficient system configuration and/or
controls for any system for any particular site. The micro-
climate statistics available from these measure^.ents are a good
representation of the insolation dynamics expected for a Large
field array. This data can be statisically ana;.ysed to allow
design input of the probability of insulation interference and
the dead times expected for individual elements of the field
ox the field as a whole. These data, in conjunction with the
area losses and imbalances due to occultations, are essential
to the achievement of a best Cost effective design for large
solar Collector systems.
Comparisons of the Hello data records to the NSkT data,
results in qualitative correlat^.on. The differences in the
two data sources seem to be attributable to the Toss of infor-
mation content inherent to the methods of measurement employed
by the NtaS or to the separations of several miles between the
N^,75 st.^.tion: and the Hello network.
E	 ^	 t	 ^	 °^^;
I	 ^	 '	 f	 ^'
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^^	
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SECTION ^, 0 RECDMMENDATTONS FDR CDNTZIdLTED RESEARCH
7^
The statistical analyses presented here have demonstrated 	 ^^'
the usefulness of the microclimatological modeling of poorer pla^-^ 5^ ^	 "^^
.>.
;,
sites. The data base presented is, however, only minimal, a1xd. 	 =^
^^	 :^
should be expanded and refined. It is our belief from visual 	 ^`',
_	 ^	 a
^	 observations that a great deal of the aloud occultat^.ons had 	 '' ;t
r,
periods less than the temporal resolution of the system. It a.s,
^'	 ^z
^,	 therefore, reco^omended that this resolution be improved. This 	 v
is easily accomplished by increasing the recorder drive speeds
`^	 to "spread out" the data, and the improvement- of the clack
timing system used to correlate the five indiv^.dual records.
„-
In addition, there are other data correlations which
may prove very useful. Zn particular, the use of correlated
.	 photography of the occultiz3.g clouds and their type may be
useful in relating the field temporal. statistics to cloud type
^,
^:
E,-
^,
^	 ^.
^-=;
r`"
.a
..
end cloud cover statistics available from the Weather Service.
The data analysis should also be expanded to yield comparative
models for bath focusing and non-focusing systems in which we
may be able to describf^ tree magnitude of the insulation changes
at any point in the field, p^(R^^), in terms of a probability
distribution. These distributions could be calcu3.ated for
both the direct and the total insulation for applications to
concentrating or planar systems. This modeling would present
data on the fractional Loss of input energy and woslld be
useful a.n specifying the type of system best suited to a
-50-
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^. ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ._:_	 .._	 .:_.	 __ ...... .:.. 	 r^
..E f
•	 -'^^1	 i
particu^.ar site. The continuat^.an of this work is the subject
of a proposal. presently being drafted.
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	 ^	 Figures 20 through 27:	 '
	
^^	 Calendar display o^ the analog data for the months
	;_ ^	 o^ November 1974 (Fig. 20) , December 1974 (Fis. 21) , January
atr
197 {Fig. 22) , February 1975 (Fig. 23) , 1`xarch 1975 (Fig. 24) ,
	
^a	
-	 April 2975 (Fig: 25), May 1975 (Fig. 26}, and June 1975 (Fig. 27).^
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